www.westcountryshutters.co.uk

About us
We’re a professional team, established in
2004, and run by Duncan and Gules Cleere.
Our approach is personal, enthusiastic and
inspired by our design background.
Please feel free to contact us. We can easily
provide a guide price for any size or number of
windows and will happily visit, free of charge,
for a design consultation and survey.

Our promises

%

Exceptional quality and fully guaranteed
hardwood shutters

%

Exciting and exclusive shutter design
options, suited to any style of property

%

The same faces deal with you in person,
from start to finish

%

Open communication throughout – we’re
always just a phone call away!

%

Competitive prices

What we do
We supply and install absolutely top quality
hardwood shutters to our clients all around the
West Country and beyond. We’re a husband and
wife team with an interior design background,
and will be personally involved in the process
every step of the way – from the survey, through
the measuring, to the actual installation.
We’re dedicated, have a great team who install
the shutters with utmost precision, and have
years of design experience to call upon. We
absolutely love our work and hope it shows.

Shutters we fit
From barn conversions and country cottages
to modern apartments and period homes; our
shutters look great in any style property.
Custom made and designed to suit individual
style preferences. Constructed from hardwood
timber, engineered to perfection, and installed
meticulously… there’s not a single stone left
unturned. We’re committed to ensuring our
shutters totally elevate your home!

Duncan was totally professional and
extremely knowledgeable about his products.
His friendly manner made the whole process
really pleasant from the initial consultation
to completion and we would definitely
recommend them and use them again.
Annie and Lewis Moody MBE

Bathrooms
Nothing dampens the human spirit like a cold
bathroom in winter. The good news is that our
bathroom shutters don’t only look stylish; they will
also insulate the room during those frosty months.
Solid paint or rich stained…You choose and we’ll
ensure you have one of the cosiest bathrooms in the
South West! You’re welcome.

Living Rooms
It’s a balancing act, attempting to allow sunlight
to swamp your living room without making it near
impossible to make out the picture on the telly.
Here’s a solution – get some living room shutters.
They’re elegant and practical, with angling slats
which allow you to control just how much light
spills in during the day.

Bedrooms
Besides looking wonderful, there are good practical
reasons for installing bedroom shutters – less noise
from outside, extra snug during the colder months.
Plus, unlike curtains, they’re a doddle to dust!
We match these practicalities with custom made
shutters to add a strong design aesthetic to the
room – that’s design speak for “they look great”.

Kitchens
In so many homes the kitchen is the central hub
of activity, and our kitchen shutters have graced
many a household – adding a little timeless
elegance to the meeting place of pots and pans.
Our shutters are, all perfect for the dual purpose
of allowing the sunlight in, and keeping the place
nice and toasty when it’s cold outside.
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